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Foam Roller Calf 
Position yourself seated on the floor with the foam roller under
your calves.  Use your hands on the floor to push your weight up
off the floor and roll the roller along the length of your calf muscles.
 Try turning toes in and out to access the inside and outside of calf
areas.  Do not roll in the crease of your knee.

To progress and apply more pressure, cross one leg over the
other and try rolling each leg individually
Repeat 1 Time

GASTROC & SOLEUS STRETCH
Sitting on the floor or in bed with your involved leg straight out in
front of you, drape a towel or belt around your foot.  Pull up toward
you until you feel a stretch.  
  
Perform with your knee STRAIGHT as well as with your knee
SLIGHTLY BENT.
Repeat 2 Times Hold 10 Seconds

Tibialis Anterior
Bring foot bind you as toes point behind you and touch the floor.
Gently but firmly put small pressure in foot as if dragging foot
forward. Very slowly turn heel outward till stretch is felt on outside
of shin.
Repeat 2 Times Hold 10 Seconds



TOWEL CURLS - TOWEL SCRUNCHES
While seated, use a towel and draw it back towards you using your
toes. Curl your toes inward. 
 
Be sure to keep your heel in contact with the floor the entire time. 
Video # VVSSVNRG8
Repeat 3 Times Hold 0Seconds

MARBLE PICK UPS
Place several marbles, dice or other small items on the floor and
pick them up using your toes as shown. Place them in a cup or
bowl and repeat.  Video # VVM5XBF2J
Repeat 2 Times

Ankle 4way with TB
All theraband exercise is slow and controlled. Do not let the band
"bounce" back.
A. Plantarflexion: "gas pedal." Keep knee straight.Band around
"ball of foot" and press it away as far as possible and slowly return
to neutral. Repeat.
B. Dorsiflexion: start in neutral and pull theraband back toward you
as far as possible. pause. return slowly. keep knee straight.
C.Inversion: start neutral and bring band toward your midline
without bending or twisting knee.
D. Eversion: start neutral and press band out without bending or
twisting knee.
Repeat 10 Times
Complete 2 Sets
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3 Way Ankle Dorsiflexion: self-mobilization
Stand with your foot approx. 3-5" from the wall.

Lean forward, moving your knee towards the wall.

Lean forward, moving your knee towards the wall angled at your
big toe.

Lean forward, moving your knee towards the wall angled at your
big toe.

You should feel a stretch or slight strain in the ankle as your knee
moves to the wall.

10 each direction! 2x through
Repeat 10 Times
Complete 2 Sets

HEEL WALK
Raise up your toes and walk on your heels. 

15 steps down and back is one.  Video # VVJYQ8XFR
Repeat 2 Times

TOE WALK
Raise up your heels and walk on your toes. 

15 steps down and back is one.  Video # VV4HTB973
Repeat 2 Times
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3 position calf raise - neutral phase 1
Stand on a flat surface with feet shoulder width apart.

Position 1: Feet should be parallel to each other. Raise heels off
the ground, and lower heels back down slowly.

Position 2: Point toes in toward each other. Raise heels off the
ground, and lower heels back down slowly.

Position 3: Point toes away from each other. Raise heels off the
ground, and lower heels back down slowly.  Video # VVHPY2J9Q
Repeat 10 Times
Complete 2 Sets
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